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North American handmade auto show < p > just past the year 2016 Nahbs in North America show, from the United States, Britain,
Japan and other countries of hundreds of new and old hand craftsmen will gather. Traditional steel frame, high-end titanium frame,
carbon in the mainstream of frame and called heresy of bamboo and wooden frame, custom handmade bicycle as a result of the time
reason has become a special art of high-quality products. please follow our camera, review the ingenuity and technology forge feast:
Casey Mars cycles, the recent rise in manual frame builders, combined with casing and fillet brazing, colorful steel making is known,
has a good reputation in the Bay Area in Northern California. Q: when to start the frame? A: two and a half years ago I started to do
custom bike, in that I had done 12 years before the car shop mechanic. Two and a half years ago, decided to do something creative.
Q: why is called Mars? A: because that's my son's name, my son's name is Marston, I call him Mars, he is my best friend, so this is a
good idea. Q: why you many of his works have become Red Hook criterium racing? A: I originally from Brooklyn (Red Hook division
one), so I and friends fleet composition and each of them is ordered out of the car, we take part in the game, very fun. Q: two to
participate in the North American handmade auto show, which is different. A: last year I was a freshman, but I only allowed to take one
piece of work. I brought 8 cars this year, this year to carry out. Q: who is your mentor A: my mentor, there are a lot of. I think 611 of
Aaron is my favorite. From Groove Peacock (Erik below also accepted the interview) Erik also has a very novel works, his style I like
it very much. Q: what did you bring to the show? A: I brought 8 cars, 3 cars, 4 cars, and a highway. Many are one seat tube, a lot of
tapered head tube, a lot of high stiffness racing. Peacock Groove Erik Noren, bearded, frank, perverse steel manufacturer, making
the frame has 20 years of experience. Like the edge of culture, animation, drama, one of the exhibits is a pull goods with the help of a
tricycle. Q: why is called the peacock? A: in 1993 when I started to do the frame, I found that there are a lot like Merlin and other brand
names are too radical. So I want my own brand to be interesting. I want my work to give you a feeling to see the peacock. I hope my
car is new and interesting.
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